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‘New Industrial Strategy’ 

• International return of industrial policy focused on meso-level and 
decentralised support networks 

• UK variant of this includes:
• tackle local barriers to raise productivity, build most dynamic local economies, and 

ensure more sectorally and spatially balanced growth

• But: still sectoral and science focus 
• place ‘pillar’ appears relatively weak    

• aim to use clusters and centres to connect local institutions with sectoral and 
innovation support 

“We will prioritise areas with potential to drive wider regional growth, 
focusing on clusters of expertise and centres of economic activity” (HM 
Government, 2018, p 221)
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Place and ‘New Industrial Strategy’
• Unclear intersection of Sector deals with place – is this through local 

industrial strategies? 
• i.e., Combined Authorities and LEPs leading to  competitive funding of clusters?  

• Questionable assumptions about geography –
• “The most knowledge-intensive jobs, industries and research are increasingly concentrated in particular economic 

clusters”  (2018, p. 227)

• “Every part of the UK has strong clusters and particular strengths” (2017, 199)

• Is rediscovery of clusters based on: 
• Desire to reconcile sector focus with ‘place’,  or 

• on evidence of their benefits? 

Main motivation

• It is generally assumed that spatial clustering positively 
impacts on a plant’s performance, leading to higher 
productivity. 

• Here we use a cluster index for each 4-digit SIC and find that 
such Marshallian spillovers are by no means universal, and in 
many cases only benefit larger plants (with sufficient 
absorptive capacity).

“Clustering is viewed as beneficial to firms (particularly to small firms)

because they can access a shared pool of expertise and labour,

suppliers, and information or contacts.” (HC BP7682, 4 April 2018)
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Measuring clustering
• Use a Distance index

• based on mapping the location of every plant to every other plant in an industry

• Obtained by calculating the distance in kilometres between all pairs of (weighted 
by employment) plants in each 4-digit SIC80, using the plant’s postcode district 
(first 4-digits of the UK postcode) and the following formula:

𝐷𝑖 =
1

𝐽−1
 𝑗=1,𝑗≠𝑖
𝐽
(𝑒−0.05(𝑑𝑖,𝑗) ×

𝐸𝑗

 𝑘=1,𝑘≠𝑖 𝐸𝑘
)

• where Di is the sum of inverted distances from plant i to all other plants in the same 4-digit 
industry; 

• J is the number of observations; 
• di,j is the distance between plant i and j; 
• Ej is the number of employees in plant j; and 

•  𝑘=1,𝑘≠𝑖𝐸𝑘 is the total employment in all other plants, except plant i, in the observed 
industry. 

Simple example

• Consider 4 plants (A-D). For plant A a simple version of Di value is:

• The values for plants B, C, D are: 0.052, 0.052 and 0.02, respectively.

• The higher is Di value, the more a plant is located in spatial proximity 
to other plants in the same industry.

Source: Scholl and Brenner (2016)
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Clustering in GB manufacturing 2012-2014

Figure 1: Average ln Distance index by local authority, 1984 and 2014: all manufacturing plants

1984 2014
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Data used in this project

Estimates of TFP

• Estimate:

• To obtain:

• Use system-GMM 
• Fixed effects, endogeneity, dynamics

• Note the following are treated as endogenous

• Output, Factor inputs (eit, mit, kit), ln distance, and foreign-ownership. 

10

yit =ai +aEeit +aMmit +aKkit +aX Xit +aTt +eit

  

lnT ˆ F Pit º yit - ˆ a Eeit - ˆ a M mit - ˆ a Kkit = ˆ a i + ˆ a X Xit + ˆ a T t + ˆ e it

Gross output employment

Intermediate inputs

Capital stock

Other factors

Time trend

Other (random) effects

Output minus Factor inputs
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Reconciling TFP with Labour Productivity (LP)

• Note:

∆(𝑦 − 𝑒)𝑖𝑡= (  𝛼𝐸 − 1)∆𝑒𝑖𝑡 +  𝛼𝑀∆𝑚𝑖𝑡 +  𝛼𝐾∆𝑘𝑖𝑡 + ∆𝑙𝑛 𝑇𝐹𝑃𝑖𝑡

• changes in labour productivity (log output, y, minus log employment, e) are:
• negatively related to increases in employment [since (  𝛼𝐸 − 1)) < 0, where  𝛼𝐸 is the 

output-elasticity of output with respect to labour], and 
• positively related to increases in intermediate inputs (m), capital stock (k) and TFP. 

• Thus LP is determined by:
• Changes in factor mixes (e.g., over time labour is substituted by capital and/or 

intermediate inputs as mechanization and/or supply-chains become more important)
• Longer-run improvements in efficient and technical change (i.e. TFP)
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Impact of distance (clustering) on TFP by size of plant
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Figure 2: Elasticity of distance index on TFP for different sized plants for selected industries, 1984-2014

Motor vehicles

Aerospace (ns)
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Summary and conclusions

• It is generally assumed that spatial clustering positively impacts on a plant’s 
performance, leading to higher productivity. 

• This approach uses a cluster index for each 4-digit SIC and finds that such 
Marshallian spillovers are by no means universal, and in many cases only 
benefit larger plants (with sufficient absorptive capacity).

• We also find other ‘place’ factors impact on TFP, especially the impact of 
being located in different regions, which are often larger than narrowly 
defined spatial clustering

• We find no evidence for our 6 key sectors, after controlling for other 
effects, that being located in a major city lead to a positive TFP impact.

Clustering is viewed as beneficial to firms (particularly to small firms) because they can access a 

shared pool of expertise and labour, suppliers, and information or contacts. (HC BP7682, 4 April 2018)


